TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
must be saved from contact with that ugly makeshift, because I
had already arranged in a region of my mind which is under no
control, that this glorious dung I now possessed was meant as a
compensation for all the property I had lost three years before.
I would be able to say to myself every time I looked at it: "This
at least is flawless".
Meanwhile, hating indoors, longing to be back in my old rooms
that gave the Military Tailors a view of my shot gold and orange
taffeta curtains, feeling not resigned, feeling cross, feeling un-
lucky all over, I spent a lot of time doing an Ishmael up and down
the Rope-Walk; looking in at the windows of the other ground-
floor chambers, or rather, not looking in because they had curtains
to protect them (beasts!) and I the derelict, I the banished, me the
practically homeless, I had none! Nobody cared; they were all
indifferent if I were comfortably indoors or out here in the cold,
out in the Rope-Walk wandering up and down . . . Even the cats
at their games or sitting in Parliament paid no attention whether
or not I had any bedroom curtains.
The only creature who seemed as if he might have been in
sympathy with my outlook on life, with whom, in fact, I might
have compared notes had I known the language, was a thin dejected-
looking little black cat with fretful whiskers and without even a
sandbag to sit on. Nor did it take much acumen to guess what
had so largely contributed to his cynicism, for twice it happened
during my peripatetic strolls up and down the Rope-Walk, that he
happened to run across the path of some ecstatic female, one a
new resident just arriving, the other a casual visitor, who both
burst out with: "Oh, look! a black cat and he crossed my path!
That's bound to be lucky!"
. . . "Luck!" complained the thin black cat afterwards to the
sentimental Chinchilla on the sandbag, and to Tips a few rungs
up the ladder. "All very well to bring luck, but precious litde fun
to be luck. And who thinks of that ? Who thinks of us black
cats and the everlasting bore of hearing fools chorde: *Oh, look!
that means luck!'?"
Alvar Liddell, large and black and handsome, who had padded
up to join the conversation, remarked contemptuously: ' Foolse
I'll say you're right! Some of them will go to any length of dodg-
ing about to force me to cross in front of them if I'm going that
way or not* I've no patience with superstition."
"Nor have I.   What do I get out of it, I ask you, if a black cat
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